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In this paper, we propose an off-line system for the segmentation and recognition of the unconstrained
handwritten connected digits. The proposed system provides new segmentation paths by finding two types
of structural features. The background and foreground features points are found from the input string
image. The possible cutting paths are generated from these features points. Each candidate component is
evaluated individually based on its features points and its height. The output of the segmentation module
is evaluated using the fuzzy-artificial immune system (Fuzzy-AIS). The latter performs a decision function
on the resulting segments, and then the hypothesis that has the best score is regarded as the global decision.
The experimental results on the ell-known handwritten digit database NIST SD19 show the effectiveness
of the proposed system compared with other methods in both segmentation and recognition.
Povzetek: Razvit je sistem za segmentiranje in prepoznavanje ročno pisanih števk.

1

Introduction

The handwritten numeral string recognition has become a
very open research area since their introduction in a wide
range of application areas such: indexing and automatic
processing of documents, automatic processing of bank
checks, and automatic location of addresses and postal codes [1]. The aim of these applications is to reduce the manual effort involved in these tasks.
Handwriting recognition can be divided, according to the
nature of the input, into two categories: on-line and off-line
[2]. In the on-line case, the handwriting is produced by a
pen or a mouse on an electronic surface and acquired as a
time-dependent signal. In the off-line case, the handwriting
is scanned on paper. Due to the variation in writing styles
and the presence of overlapping and touching characters,
the off-line recognition presents a good deal of challenging
problems.
For building such off-line recognition system, the first
step is the acquisition of the numeral string image followed
by pre-processing operations on this image. Afterward,
each numeral string is segmented into individual isolated
digits. Finally, these digit images are sent to the classifier
which assigns the corresponding class [3, 4, 5]. The segmentation of a string into isolated digits becomes one of the
important challenges of handwritten recognition systems.
Indeed, a very good recognition system can be practically

useless when text identification and segmentation are performed poorly [6].
The segmentation problems are mainly related to several
factors. First, the slope of the images or the noise introduced by the scanner. The variability in writing style and
the inking defects caused by scripters. The variability and
complexity of the character string shapes illustrated in the
overlapping or the joining of two consecutive digits. Second, we do not know the number of characters in the
string, and consequently, the optimal boundary between
them is unknown [6].
To overcome these problems, many proposed solutions
combine the segmentation and recognition processes. Performing a correct segmentation of an image involves knowing what it contains. On the other hand, if the recognition
of the content of an image is correct, it means that the system has all the necessary information for the segmentation
process.
The segmentation process can be divided into two classes: segmentation-then recognition and recognition-based
[7] (Fig. 1). In the first class, the segmentation module tries
to separate the connected characters by building a segmentation path. The latter contains a unique sequence hypothesis, and each subsequence should contain a single character to be submitted for recognition [8, 9]. In the second
class, the process provides a set of segmentation hypotheses and defines the segmented digits by performing recog-
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nition of each provided segmentation hypothesis [10, 11].
This kind of approach gives good results because it provides several hypotheses that increase the classifier choice
to find the correct recognition [6]. The segmentation can
also be either explicit or implicit, as seen in Fig. 1. In the
explicit methods, the segmentation is carried out prior to
the recognition to provide candidate digits for the classifier [12, 13]. However, in the implicit methods, the segmentation is embedded in the recognition process, and it
is performed simultaneously with recognition [14, 15]. Several works have proposed segmentation algorithms based
on these two methods in the last few years. The literature
has also shown that implicit segmentation offers very interesting perspectives, but explicit segmentation achieves
better results [6, 16].
Handwritten Digit
Segmentation

Segmentation-then
Recognition

Explicit Segmentation

Recognition-based

Explicit Segmentation

rate classifiers on this type of data for keeping or increasing
the recognition performance.
In this paper, we propose a new segmentationrecognition approach for handwritten numerical strings.
Our work is focused on segmentation and recognition of
connected digits, which present the main problematic in
the segmentation through: selecting new features points
for segmentation, evaluating the segmentation hypotheses
to get more precise candidate segments, and using a good
classifier for recognition. In segmentation process, we provide segmentation paths for separating the touched digits.
This process is based on combining features from the background and foreground of the image. These features are
used as segmentation points in the image. The fuzzyartificial immune system (Fuzzy-AIS) is used for selecting
the best segmentation hypotheses and properly classifying
the separated digits. It also eliminates the arbitrary assignments in the decision phase when the dataset is overlapped,
or the characteristics of objects are almost similar.
The paper is organized as follows. Section 2 presents a
description of the proposed method. Section 3 is devoted to
the experimental results. Finally, Section 4 concludes the
paper.

Implicit Segmentation

Figure 1: Segmentation and recognition of digits string
methods (adapted from [6]).
Usually, segmentation can be conducted by the examination of the following three cases: connected digits, overlapped digits or distinct digits (as shown in Fig. 2). From
these problems and in most instances, the connected and
the overlapped digits are the most frequent situations observed in handwriting. Also, many algorithms have been proposed to deal with these situations [6, 17]. Some of them
are based on features extracted from background pixels in
the image [18], and others on features extracted from foreground pixels in the image [12]. Recently, several algorithms have used a combination of both these features
[19, 20].

2

Description of the proposed
method

Our system consists of several stages: pre-processing, segmentation, feature extraction, and classification. The preprocessing module aims to remove the noise in the connected digits images and to simplify their further processing. The segmentation module allows providing the best
set of candidate cutting paths for the input image and segmenting them into isolated individual digit images. The feature extraction module extracts some statistical and structural features from each digit image and represents them in
a feature vector. Finally, the resulted features vectors are
sent to the Fuzzy-AIS, and the corresponding class labels
are assigned. An overview of the proposed system is shown
in Fig. 3.

2.1
(a)

(b)

(c)

Figure 2: Main difficult examples; (a) connection (the 3
and the 5), (b) overlapping (the first and the second 5), (c)
disjunction (in the 5).
Practically, to build a robust system for segmentation and
recognition of connected handwritten digits, it is necessary
to find: in the first, new methods to select or reduce the
number of segmentation points which optimize the number
of resulting segmentation hypotheses. In the second, new
methods to eliminate the unnecessary segmentation paths
which decrease the rejection rate. Finally, using the accu-

Pre-processing

The pre-processing module is applied to the strings image
to eliminate or reduce the noise and to simplify the further
processing. This module includes smoothing, binarization,
dilation, and erosion.
– The smoothing is used to reduce the noise in the
image.
– The binarization converts the image to a black and
white.
– The dilation and erosion aim to close the disjoint edges and to smooth the global edges of the image.
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Figure 5: Block diagram of the segmentation module.
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Figure 3: Flow diagram of the system.

Figure 4 shows a sample of the used database before and
after the pre-processing stage.

1,
0,

if WCC > α∗H
100
Otherwise

(1)

where, WCC is the width of a CC, H is the height of the
numeral string image, and α is a predefined parameter set
in our case to 75.
In the case where the CC does not contain T C, then this
CC is very likely to be a piece of a broken digit or a single digit. Figure 6 shows the extraction and identification
process.

Output image

Input image

Pre-processing

CC1

CC2

CC3

H

Figure 4: A sample before and after the pre-processing module.

W𝑐𝑐1

2.2

W𝑐𝑐2

W𝑐𝑐3

Segmentation

The aim of the segmentation module is to segment the
input string image into isolated digit images by providing the best set of candidate cutting paths. This module consists of three main steps: connected-componentsextraction, touching connected-components-identification,
and cutting paths constructing and evaluation of connected
components (CCs) as seen in Fig. 5.
In the first step, the input image is separated into CCs.
The second one allows detecting if a CC contains touched
components (T C) or not by checking the following equa-

Figure 6: Extraction and identification of connected components; CC2 with (WCC2 ) is higher than α% of the height
(H) of the numeral string image, and need further segmentation. CC1 and CC3 with (WCC1 ) and (WCC3 ) respectively, do not require any further segmentation.
The final step allows providing the optimum position for
cutting a CC and extracting the correct candidate components. This step involves analyzing the foreground and
background features of the CC to generate the segmentation points, followed by the generation of the possible cut-
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ting paths. The evaluation process is used to optimize the
resulting segmentation paths and get more accurate results.
In the following, we explain in detail, how to construct and
evaluate the cutting paths for a CC.
2.2.1

Generating segmentation points

a. Profile features
The method of finding the profile features for a CC is as
follows:
– Find the vertical upper and lower projection profiles
of the CC, as seen in Fig. 7(b) and (c).
– Extract the upper and lower skeletons of these profiles,
which are less and higher than the middle height (H)
of CC (see Fig. 7(d) and (e)).

– Extract the intersection points (SFs) which have more
than two black neighbor pixels from the skeleton (Fig.
8(b)).
– Extract the outer edge (upper/lower) from the CC, and
add it to the skeleton image (Fig. 8(c)).
– Calculate the distance between the intersection point
and the upper edge image, and select the points (EFs)
that have the minimum value (Fig. 8(c)).
– Calculate the distance between the intersection point
and the lower edge image, and select the points (EFs)
that have the minimum value (Fig. 8(d)).
These feature points (SFs and EFs) show the proper location of segmentation regions.
SFs

– Extract the end points (PFs) that have just one black
neighbor pixel from the skeletons. The first and the
last end points in each skeleton will not be considered
(see Fig. 7(f)).
(b)

(a)

EFs

(a)

(b)

EFs
(c)

(c)

(d)

PFs

Figure 8: Skeleton (SFs) and Edge (EFs) features extraction; (a) Original image, (b) Skeleton of the CC with
intersection points, (c) Upper edge of the CC superimposed on the skeleton image, (d) Edge points (denoted by a
red circle).

2.2.2
(e)

(f)

Figure 7: Profile features extraction; (a) Original image,
(b) Upper projection profile, (c) Lower projection profile,
(d) Upper skeleton profile, (e) Lower skeleton profile, (f)
End points of the skeletons (PFs) (denoted by a red circle).

(d)

Generating segmentation paths

All the feature points of the touching digits are found in the
previous step. Now, the segmentation path can be generated from these points using two ways: from top to bottom,
and from bottom to top. These feature points are connected
together to construct the possible segmentation paths (Fig.
9). The two points P1 and P2 are connected according to
the following equation:
| xP1 − xP2 |≤ µ ∗ (WCC /2)

b. Skeleton and edge features
The following steps show how to find the skeleton and edge
features:
– Extract the skeleton of the CC.

(2)

where, xP1 and xP2 are the horizontal coordinates of P1
and P2 respectively, µ is a constant parameter set empirically to 0.6, and WCC is the horizontal width of the connected component.
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candidate component is rejected (Fig. 11(c) and (d)).
Each segmentation hypothesis divides a CC into two or
more new CCs. Now, all the new segments are normalized
into a matrix of size 78 × 64 for preserving their aspect
ratio. From each normalized segment, we extract a set of
characteristics and represent them as a feature vector. The
latter is introduced into the Fuzzy-AIS for the classification.

WCC

P2

xp1 xp2

Way of construction

P1

2.3

X

Figure 9: Construction of the segmentation path from feature points (from top to bottom).
The proposed method scans all possible relationships between PF, EF, and SF and generates the related segmentation paths according to the equation (2). Therefore, three
hypotheses can be considered for the optimal segmentation
path:
• Hypothesis 1: If the distance between the projection
of the PF and the EF verifies the equation (2), then constructing a vertical segmentation path between these points
(Fig. 10(a)).
• Hypothesis 2: If there is a skeleton path rather than one
SF that linking both upper and lower EFs, this skeleton
path is used as part of the vertical segmentation path (Fig.
10(b)).
• Hypothesis 3: If the CC does not contain SFs, the vertical segmentation path is constructed between PFs and the
closest points PFs (Fig. 10(c)).
During the segmentation process, the segmentation paths
may produce outliers: over-segmented parts (out-of-class)
or under-segmented parts (non-digit patterns). The resulting segments that contain at least one outlier digit must
be rejected using the evaluation of segmentation process.
2.2.3
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Evaluation of the segmentation

After finding all possible segmentation paths, each one divides a CC into two new candidate connected components.
At this stage, each candidate path is evaluated individually
by using two constraints to evaluate our segmentation method and to get more precise results. The first constraint is
related to the features points, while the second one is related to the height:
• Constraint one: if a candidate component is inside
two possible segmentation paths with the same start and
end points, then this candidate component is rejected (Fig.
11(a) and (b)).
•Constraint two: If the higher of a candidate component
is lower than 20% of the height (H) of the image, then this

Features extraction

In this work, we extracted 39 statistical and structural features from the character. These features are based on Hu
moments, zoning features, transitions histograms, and end
and crossing points.
• Hu moments: seven invariant moments of Hu are computed from normalized and centralized moments up to order three of the segment [21]. They are invariant to translation, scaling, and rotation.
• Zoning features: this technique allows dividing the segment into several zones (a grid of N ×M ), where the features are extracted from each zone [22]. We take the skeleton
of each normalized segment, and we divide it into 3 × 2 zones. For each zone, we extract the density zoning and the
gravity center. The density zoning represents the ratio of
the number of black pixels on the total size of a zone [23].
The two coordinates of gravity center are used [24].
•Transitions histograms: this technique counts the number of transitions from foreground to Background in specified direction (horizontal, vertical and both diagonals
45◦ /135◦ ). We extract the mean, the variance, and the max
from each histogram.
• End and crossing points: the end point is a point that
has just one black neighbor pixel. A crossing point connects three or more branches.
After extracting features and representing them in feature vectors, the resulting features vectors are sent to the
Fuzzy-AIS for assigning the corresponding class labels.

2.4

Fuzzy-AIS for recognition and
verification

An artificial immune system (AIS) is an adaptive system
inspired by the principles and functioning of the natural
immune system [25]. They are classes of algorithms that
have properties and abilities very useful for pattern recognition, especially the classification problem [26, 27]. In
our case, we coupled one of the best-known classification
algorithms based on artificial immune systems, called the
Artificial Immune Recognition System (AIRS) [28], with
the Fuzzy-KNN approach.
The principle of AIRS algorithm is as follows: for a given training set of samples from a data class of interest (antigens); the AIRS returns a set of memory antibodies which
are used to recognize this class. It is also characterized by:
– Self-regulation: the ability of adaptation and learning,
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(a)

(b)

(c)

Figure 10: Hypotheses of the segmentation path; (a) Hypothesis 1, (b) Hypothesis 2, (c) Hypothesis 3.

(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

Figure 11: Effect of the evaluation method; (a) and (c) Cases of segmentation before evaluation, (b) and (d) Cases of
segmentation after evaluation.
– Competitive performance: their results can be classified among the best works in the classification field,
– Generalization via data reduction: it allows reducing
the database on a few training samples,
– Parameter stability: their parameter tuning on different data.
For more detail about this algorithm, the reader is referred to [28, 29].
The similarity measure is one of the most significant design choices in the development of an artificial immune system algorithm, and more precisely in their decision phase.
The decision in most artificial immune systems algorithms
is provided with the K-Nearest Neighbor approach. The
latter has not the ability to correctly assign an object to a
particular class when it belongs to other classes with the

same value of similarity measure.
The decision will be random in the case when the dataset is overlapped, or the characteristics of the objects are
almost similar. To overcome these limitations, the fuzzy
concept is introduced in the decision phase, and it lies in
the Fuzzy-KNN approach. It ensures that the arbitrary assignments are not made [30].
The Fuzzy-KNN approach finds the k Nearest Neighbors
of the candidate component. Each candidate component D
belongs to a class i with a membership value mvi (D). The
latter depends on the class of its k Neighbors, and it is given
by:
k
P

mvi (D) =

mvij

j=1
k
P
j=1

1
2
d(D,xj ) (m−1)


(3)

1
2
d(D,xj ) (m−1)
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Figure 12: Segmentation followed by the Fuzzy-AIS as a recognition and verification strategy.
where, mvij is the membership in the ith class of the jth
vector of the training set, d(D, xj ) is the distance between
D and its jth nearest neighbor xj . The parameter m determines how heavily the distance is weighted when calculating the class membership.
In this stage, for each candidate component D, the classifier gives a membership to every class and assigns to it the
class which has the highest membership value mv. For this
reason, the Fuzzy-AIS classifier allows performing a set of
decision functions (DF ) on the segments of CC according
to the following equation:

DF =

B ∗ mv,
mv,

if mv < 0.5
Otherwise

(4)

where, B is a predefined parameter set empirically to 0.75.
Afterward, the classifier calculates the average (MA) of
DF s provided by each hypothesis. Finally, the maximum
of these averages is regarded as the final decision function
of the classifier, as seen in Fig. 12.

3

Experimental results

To evaluate the proposed method, we perform our experiments on the standard database NIST SD19, which contains unconstrained handwritten numeral strings with various lengths [31]. Our experiments were performed on
two stages. In the first, the digit classifier was trained with
isolated digit samples. Secondly, the digit classifier was
applied to numeral string recognition.

3.1

Isolated handwritten digit recognition

In this stage, we divided the used database into two sets:
a set of 2000 isolated digits used for the Fuzzy-AIS learning, and a set of 1500 isolated digits used for testing. The
first stage of the Fuzzy-AIS learning consists in performing
several tests to initialize the parameters: clonal rate, hyper clonal rate, hypermutation rate, mutation rate and Affinity threshold scalar. These parameters are necessary for
calculating the clones number, the ARBs resources, and the
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mutation function. The parameters selection of our classifier is shown in Table 1.
Fuzzy-AIS Parameters
Clonal rate
Hyper clonal rate
Mutation rate
Hypermutation rate
Affinity threshold scalar

Values
10
4
0.1
15
0.01

Table 1: Parameters selection for Fuzzy-AIS.
After the training process, we obtained a recognition rate
of 98.70% on the testing set. The main target of this work is
to evaluate the performance of foreground and background
features with the Fuzzy-AIS. Indeed, we are not trying to
train the classifier with no digits, to optimize their accuracy
or to compare the result with other works. In the next stage,
we will discuss these issues and compare the performance
of our system with other works.

3.2

Handwritten numeral string recognition

Our experiments were performed in two phases. In the first,
we examined the performance of our segmentation module
without using classification information. In the second, the
segmentation is integrated with the recognition process to
construct a segmentation-recognition system.
• In the first phase, we perform some experiments on the
3000 string images of the NIST SD19 database for evaluating our segmentation module. All images contain touching
pairs of digits, but the module does not know the length of
the string. Figure 10 shows some of the results of our segmentation module and Table 2 illustrates their performances.
As shown in Table 2, after the segmentation module, we
Cases of segmentation
path
Correct segmentation path
Errors
Rejection
Exactly one segmentation
path

Visualization (%)
95.86 %
1.77 %
2.37 %
87.3 %

Table 2: Performances of handwriting pairs digit segmentation with our method on 3000 images of NIST SD19 database.
made a visual analysis and verified in 95.86% of cases, the
best segmentation path is among the paths generated by the
module. In this case, the module does not know the length
of the input digits string and some images produce more
than one cutting path (see Fig. 13(a) and (b)). In 1.77
% of cases, the correct segmentation path is not among
the produced paths, so we consider these cases as errors

(see Fig. 13(e) and (f)). In 2.37 % of cases, the segmentation path is not produced on images; we consider these
cases as rejected images (see Fig. 13(g) and (h)). The error
and rejection cases are related to the overlapping connected
digits. Among 95.86% of the correct segmentation paths,
87.3 % of them have only one segmentation path (see Fig.
13(c) and (d)).
A comparison of this result with several segmentation
algorithms proposed in the literature in the last few years is
shown in Table 3.
Approaches

StR [32]
Rb [33]
Rb [9]
Rb [34]
Our Approach

2-digit
Strings
Number
2000
1000
3287
2069
3000

Results (%)

88.70
93.77
94.8
95.84
95.86

Table 3: Performance comparison of several works on
touching pairs of digits. Rb: Recognition-based, StR:
Segmentation-then Recognition.
Table 3 summarizes a set of segmentation algorithms,
declares the number of samples used for testing, and shows
their accuracy on touching pairs of digits.
As shown in Table 3, our approach gives good segmentation results in pairs of digits compared with others works.
• In the second phase of our experiments, the recognition module is introduced. It is based on the Fuzzy-AIS
approach. We used 2000 images as training samples from
the NIST SD19 Database, 200 images per class. For the
testing stage, we randomly selected 1500 images. For each
string length from 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, and 10, we took 250 images.
To determine the performances of the proposed approach,
we tested the influence and effectiveness of both: the evaluation method in the segmentation module, and the fuzzy
concept in the recognition module. The performance results of our segmentation-recognition system are shown in
Table 4.
Table 4 summarizes the recognition rates of our system
on numeral strings recognition of lengths 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, and
10 digits. The results in Table 4 show that the use of the
evaluation method in the segmentation module improves
the performance of the proposed system (Fig. 11). This
improvement is visible in both classifiers (AIS and FuzzyAIS). The system segment and recognize 96.55% of string
samples with the use of AIS classifier, and 96.79% with the
use of Fuzzy-AIS classifier. From these results, we notice
that the introduction of the evaluation method increased the
recognition rate by 11.6% in the case of AIS and 11.4% in
the case of Fuzzy-AIS. However, the changeover from the
AIS to the Fuzzy-AIS gave a slight improvement by 0.24%
in the recognition rate. This is due to the efficiency of segmentation method. To discuss and compare the effective-
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(d)

(e)

(f)

(g)

(h)
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Figure 13: Some results of the segmentation module; (a) and (b) Case of correct segmentation, (c) and (d) Case of exactly
segmentation, (e) and (f) Case of error, (g) and (h) Case of rejection.
ness of the proposed approach, we compare our results with
others recent approaches on the same database (Table 5).
The results in Table 5 indicate that our system is promising and compare favorably with the other works.

4

Conclusion

In this paper, we proposed a new system to recognize unconstrained handwritten digit strings. We used
a segmentation-recognition strategy for handwritten connected digits based on structural features and the Fuzzyartificial immune system. First, we combined the background and foreground analysis for extracting the feature
points. For the background features, we applied a thinning
procedure to the vertical projection profile of the image.
For the foreground features, we applied a thinning procedure on the connected component and their edge. These
feature points are linked to generate the possible segmentation paths in connecting digits. The resulted candidate
segmentation paths are evaluated for removing the useless
among them and keeping the best. The evaluation process
is based on two main constraints. The first one is related
to the features points of the candidate segmentation paths
and the second one is related to its height. Finally, we introduced the Fuzzy-AIS classifier for ranking all possible
segmentation paths and considering the best of them as the

global decision. The introduction of both the evaluation
process in the segmentation module and the fuzzy concept
in the decision phase allowed increasing the recognition
rate.
Our experiments on the NIST SD19 database show that
our system gets good results in both segmentation and recognition and compare favorably with other works in the
same database.
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